
E L E C T R O M A G N E T I C  S P E C T R U M

Light  is  an  electromagnetic  wave,  i.e.  it  exists  when  electric  and  magnetic  waves  are  varying  in 
perpendicular directions and this variation is “travelling” in a direction perpendicular to both the fields.

Comparison of wavelengths of three colours of light in vacuum
1 micron = 10  -6   m = 1/1000  th   of 1 mm  

What is the effect of an electric field on an electromagnetic wave?

No effect. You must be wondering – if the electromagnetic waves are made up of varying electric-fields 
(and magnetic fields), then how do they not get affected if they pass through a region of an external 
electric-field? Look at it  this way.  Imagine a mechanical wave being generated in a rope. The wave  
would look somewhat like Wave A as drawn in this diagram:
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Note that in this wave what is changing is the position of the particles on the rope, with respect to the  
floor. So one can call this wave as a 'height-from-the-floor wave'.  Now what will happen if we increase  
the height of the whole rope itself? We will have Wave B. Wave B is also a 'height-from-the-floor wave'.  
So what change do you think height of the medium (that is, the rope) has made on the 'height-from-
the-floor wave'? The whole wave has shifted in its 'height-from-the-floor'. But has any of the properties 
of the wave changed? Its wavelength, frequency, amplitude, waveform – all remain the same.
Similarly,  if you put an electromagnetic wave in an electric field,  none of the characteristics of the 
electromagnetic wave will change and so it will remain unaffected.

Electric field variations and magnetic field variations are 
both  perpendicular  to  each  other  AND  both  are  also 
perpendicular to the direction of propagation (direction 
which  the  wave  'moves')  in  an  electromagnetic  wave. 
That is why these are called transverse waves.

All  electromagnetic waves travel at the same speed in 
vacuum, which is 3 x 108 m/s.

As is true for any wave, the speed of propagation of an 
electromagnetic  wave  is  equal  to  the  product  of  its 
wavelength and frequency.

v =  x fλ

For example,  the light which appears yellow to our eyes has electromagnetic waves of wavelength 
ranging from 570 to 590 nm. [1 nm = 10-9 m]  What would be the corresponding frequency range of  
these waves?

Speed of waves, v = 3 x 108 m/s

Taking the lower limit of wavelength,  λ1 = 570 x 10-9 m

v =  x f λ 3 x 108 = 570 x 10-9 x f f = (3 x 108) / (570 x 10-9) = 5.26 x 1014 Hz

Taking the upper limit of wavelength,  λ2 = 590 x 10-9 m

v =  x f λ 3 x 108 = 590 x 10-9 x f f = (3 x 108) / (590 x 10-9) = 5.08 x 1014 Hz

So the frequency range of yellow light is 508 x 1014 to 526 x 1014 Hz

Why is frequency called a characteristic property of electromagnetic waves?

Characteristic  property  of  anything  is  that  property  which can  be  used to  identify  that  thing.  For  
example, density is a characteristic property of elements. For example, if you have an object made up  
of just one element and you know that its density is 10.49 g/cm3, then you can say that the object is 
made up of silver.  Atomic number is another characteristic property of elements; atomic weight is not.

Waves have several properties – amplitude, wavelength, frequency, intensity, etc. We identify a wave 
by its frequency. For example, any electromagnetic wave with a frequency of 580 x 10 12 Hz is identified 
as belonging to green light.

Remember the other properties of an electromagnetic wave can change:
• As light enters a different medium, its wavelength and speed of propagation change.
• Intensity of light changes because of change in its amplitude.

More importantly, energy of an electromagnetic wave is directly proportional to its frequency. So if we 
have blue light and red light (with same amplitude), blue light will have more energy as it has larger  
frequency. This is the reason why x-rays or UV rays carry a lot of energy.
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How are electromagnetic waves produced?

Electromagnetic waves are produced by accelerating charged particles.
Most  of  the  electromagnetic  waves  are  produced  by  accelerating  electrons  as  they  are  easily 
accelerated due to their small mass.

For example, to produce X-rays, one fires a high-energy (which means moving at a very high speed and  
therefore having a large amount of kinetic energy) electron beam on a heavy metal. These high-energy 
electrons are  able to penetrate into the atom and sometimes  “knock off”  the inner  orbit  (K-shell) 
electrons from the atom. To fill this vacancy, an electron from a high-energy level comes to K-shell and 
in the process loses a lot of excess energy in the form of X-rays.

Gamma rays are similarly produced by the changes that take place in the nucleus of an atom (and 
therefore more energy)  in natural nuclear radioactive processes.

What are Klystron tubes?

Klystron tubes is a vacuum tube where a beam of electrons are accelerated and are used to enhance 
(increase the intensity) of a microwave signal. So a microwave signal is fed into the tube and through a 
process similar to acoustic resonance (which you will study about a little later), the microwaves grow in 
intensity. If you understand this, don't worry! I do not understand much of it either and one has to know 
a lot of 'technical stuff' about electronic circuits and waves before one understands this well enough.

What are arc lamps?

Arc lamps produce light by passing electric current through rarefied gases. 'Rarefied' means gases at 
very low pressure. Gases at such low pressures get ionized at sufficiently high voltage and can thus 
conduct electric current.

You must have heard of (or even seen) red neon lamps or yellow-orange sodium lamps. These lamps 
have neon gas or sodium vapour which ionize and produce light. The electric welding also produces 
similar arcs and is therefore dazzling. Lightning in atmosphere is also similar to arcs though it cannot  
sustain itself beyond a few seconds.

What is fluorescence?

Now arcs in some of the elements (in their gaseous or vapour form) produce visible light, e.g. neon, 
sodium,  krypton.  Some  other  elements  produce  ultraviolet  light  when  arcs  are  produced  in  their 
vapours. For example, arc produced in mercury vapour produces UV rays. The tubelights we use have 
mercury vapour. The 'starter and choke coil' of the tubelight produces high voltages to set up an arc in 
the  mercury  vapour  across  the  tube  and  the  tubelight  flickers  till  an  continuous  arc  has  been 
maintained. 

The mercury vapour in the tube produces ultraviolet rays which are invisible to us. Then how does the 
tubelight produce the visible light? It does that by using a chemical coat which is on the inside walls of 
the glass tube (the white stuff you see inside a broken tube). The chemicals used for such coatings are 
called phosphors. Phosphors absorb UV rays and get 'excited' (which means the molecules go to higher 
energy states).  When the molecules  of  phosphors return to ground state (low energy state),  they 
release this energy in the form of visible light. That's how you get white visible light and this process  
whereby a substance absorbs UV rays (or other high energy waves, like X-rays) and re-emits visible light  
is called fluorescence. 
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Colour of the light from a fluorescent tube can be adjusted by using combination of different types of phosphors.

How is fluorescence used to check the purity of gems (and of ghee!)?

Some minerals and gemstones exhibit the property of fluorescence with certain ranges of UV rays. For 
example, rubies and emeralds exhibit red fluorescence when exposed to certain shorter-wavelength 
UV rays. That means if you put these gemstones in dark under a UV lamp (which emits invisible UV 
rays), these gemstones shine with red colour. Thus fluorescence can be used to check whether these 
are authentic.  Certain (natural)  impurities  in the gemstones can also reduce their  ability  to exhibit 
fluorescence. In such cases, the purity of the gemstones can be assessed by the measuring the extent 
of fluorescence.
Diamonds show fluorescence under X-rays.

Most  of  the  substances  used  for  adulterating  ghee produce  blue  fluorescence  (that  means  they 
produce blue light after absorbing UV rays) while pure ghee  produces pale-green fluorescence. Thus 
fluorescence can also be used to check adulteration of ghee.

What makes infra-red waves ideal for communication in foggy conditions?

Infra-red waves get scattered the least while travelling through fog.  Need to explain here to you what  
'scattering' means. I see here the physicists have chosen a word which gives a good layman-description 
of the phenomenon. Scattering is an optical phenomenon where light is absorbed by small particles 
and then re-emitted in all  directions. It is different from reflection because in reflection light is re-
emitted only in a particular direction (remember laws of reflection?).

There are different types of scattering; you have to study one kind known as Rayleigh scattering where  
light is scattered by particles much smaller than the wavelength of the light. The interesting part about 
this scattering is that the intensity of the scattered light depends on its wavelength. The intensity of 
the scattered light is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the wavelength of light, i.e.

I∝
1


4

This means that red light will  get scattered much less than blue light. And if one goes beyond the 
visible spectrum, infra-red light will get scattered less than visible or ultra-violet light.

By the way, this also answers one of the questions which grown-ups think children ask – why is the sky  
blue?
The sunlight as it enters the atmosphere, the air molecules (mostly nitrogen and oxygen molecules 
with sizes 1-2 Å, which are much smaller than the wavelength of light 4000-8000 Å) scatter the visible  
light but the intensity of  scattered light depends on the wavelength of  the light – blue light gets 
scattered the most and red the least. And so if you look at air (when we say we are looking at the sky),  
you will see mostly blue colour.

The related question is – why is sun (or the moon) reddish-yellow during sunset and sunrise?
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During sunrise or sunset,  the light coming from the sun has to pass through a thicker layer of the 
atmosphere, causing most of the blue light to be scattered away. So at this time if you look directly  
towards the sun, the light coming towards you has a much larger red-yellow component which gives the 
sun that colour. Notice the change in colour as one moves away from the sun in the following photo:

Another related question is – why are clouds white in colour?

Clouds are made up of very small water droplets. However these droplets are much larger than the  
wavelength  of  visible  light.  Although  these  water  droplets  also  scatter  light,  this  is  not  Rayleigh 
scattering and all the wavelengths get equally scattered, thus giving bright white colour to the clouds.

And just why are they dark sometimes?

That's simple. Clouds look dark when there are clouds above them. Shadows, yes.
That's the reason why even bright and white clouds have a darker base.

What are cosmic radiations?

Cosmic radiations are not electromagnetic waves. These are small particles (mostly protons) that come 
from space and interact with mostly the upper layers of atmosphere.

However, there is something called Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMBR). It is a microwave 
radiation (as  the name suggest)  filling  the observable  universe almost uniformly.  The discovery  of 
CMBR in 1964 was hailed as one of the evidences in favour of the Big Bang Theory (not the TV show!).
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What does 'chemical activity' of electromagnetic waves mean?

Since electromagnetic waves carry energy (as all  waves do),  they 
can  lead  to  some  chemical  reactions.  You  must  have  heard  of 
photochemical  reactions  –  those  chemical  reactions  which  take 
place only in presence of light. Photosynthesis is one such chemical 
reaction. Bleaching of dyes (in our coloured clothes) in sunlight is 
another  example.  Retinal,  a  compound  in  our  retina,  also 
undergoes a photochemical  reaction when light falls  on it  – this 
enabling  us  to  see  anything.  The  chemical  7-dehydrocholesterol 
turns  to Vitamin D in  our  skin  cells  in  the presence of  sunlight. 
Ozone (O3) in the upper layers of atmosphere absorbs UV rays in 
the sunlight and forms O2 molecules.

As the frequency increases, energy carried by a wave increases. So, 
UV rays and X -rays are capable of more 'chemical  activity'.  Film 
photography (the vintage stuff now) used photochemical reactions. 
So  exposure  to  UV  or  X-rays  produce  images  on  photosensitive 
films while infra-red rays carry less energy (due to lower frequency) 
and thus cannot initiate photochemical reactions on the films and 
cause no exposure.

The above photograph is a print of one of the first X-rays by Wilhelm Röntgen (1845–1923) 
of the left hand of his wife Anna Bertha Ludwig.

How does one detect infra-red rays?

Infra-red have a heating effect, i.e. when absorbed by most of the common substances they cause an  
increase in temperature. This property of IR waves is used to detect their presence. The two commonly  
used instruments for this purpose are blackened bulb thermometer and thermopile.

Blackened bulb thermometer is a mercury thermometer with its bulb (the end where mercury is stored) 
painted  black  from  outside  (this  helps  in  absorption  of  electromagnetic  waves).  If  one  puts  this 
thermometer in the presence of IR waves, it shows a rise in the temperature. 

Thermopile  is  based  on  a  physical  phenomenon  where  two  metals  generate  an  emf  (potential  
difference) between their joints if the joints are kept at different temperatures. Such an arrangement 
of two metals is called a thermocouple (understandably so). Now a thermocouple does not generate 
enough potential difference. So several thermocouples are connected in series to generate enough 
current that can be measured using a galvanometer. [A galvanometer is an electrical instrument used 
to  measure  small  currents.]  This  current  reading  of  the  galvanometer  can  be  calibrated  even  to 
measure temperature from a distance through the infra-red waves coming out of the hot object.

 

Schematic diagram of a Thermopile
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What are quartz prisms and rock salt prisms?

Prisms are optical devices which can be used to separate out different parts of an electromagnetic  
spectrum through dispersion. For example, yellow light is being separated from the spectrum in the 
following set up:

For studying UV rays or IR waves, one cannot use glass prisms to separate them from the rest of the 
electromagnetic waves as glass absorbs UV and IR waves. In other words, for UV and IR, glass is an  
opaque object and thus cannot be used to make prisms.

Therefore, for UV rays, we use quartz prisms (UV rays can pass through quartz) and for IR waves, we use  
rock salt prisms (rock salt is transparent for IR waves).
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